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Dance All Night by FusionBeads.com 
 

  
 
Approximate finished length: 3.75 inches 
 
Beads and other products needed for one pair of earrings: 
 
12 crystals - SS9 Olivine Swarovski Elements Crystal Flat Back Rhinestones (FT1143) 
2 crystals - SS34 Olivine Swarovski Elements Crystal Flat Back Rhinestones (FT0477) 
2 crystals - SS16 Indian Pink Swarovski Elements Crystal Flat Back Rhinestones (FT1320) 
12 crystals - SS7 Indian Pink Swarovski Elements Crystal Flat Back Rhinestones (FT1192) 
2 - 54mm Hot Pink Floral Filigree Vintage Lucite Pendant (LC0460) 
2 - 30mm Olive Floral Filigree Vintage Lucite Pendant (LC0359) 
2 - 27mm Silver Plated Base Metal Round Filigrees with Pointed Edges (BM1057) 
2 - 8mm Sterling Silver 19 Gauge Open Jump Rings (SS3958) 
1 pair - 16mm Sterling Silver Ball French Ear Wires (SS4780) 
 
Tools needed to complete the earrings: 
 
Chain nose pliers 
Jewel Setter or tweezers 
5 Minute Epoxy (TL1938) 
 
Beading Techniques needed to complete the earrings:  
 
Attaching an Ear Wire  
Opening and Closing a Jump Ring 
Gluing Flat Back Rhinestones 
 
For step-by-step photos and instructions on these and other techniques, visit FusionBeads.com and select Beading 
Techniques from the top navigation bar. 
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Instructions to complete “Dance All Night” earrings:  
 
Step 1 
Apply thin coats of 5 Minute Epoxy to the back side of the “spokes” near the center of one hot pink Lucite filigree 
flower. Adhere one silver plated filigree to the back of the Lucite flower. Apply a dot of adhesive to the back of one 
SS34 Olivine flat back rhinestone, and adhere it to the center of the Lucite filigree flower. Allow both to dry. 
 
Step 2 
Apply a small dot of adhesive to the outer edge of one “petal” of the filigree flower. Using a Jewel Setter or tweezers, 
place one SS9 Olivine flat back rhinestone onto the glue, and allow it to dry (see Gluing Flat Back Rhinestones 
Technique). 
 
Step 3 
Repeat Step 2 five times, one on each petal. 
 
Step 4 
In the same manner as in the previous steps, adhere one SS16 Indian Pink flat back rhinestone to the center of one 
olive Lucite filigree flower. 
 
Step 5 
In the same manner as in the previous steps, adhere six SS7 Indian Pink flat back rhinestones to the olive Lucite filigree 
flower, one just outside each “petal” near the center of the flower. 
 
Step 6 
Open one jump ring (see Opening and Closing a Jump Ring Technique). Use the jump ring to connect the two filigree 
flowers. The jump ring should be placed in a hole between two flat backs in each flower. Close the jump ring. 
 
Step 7 
Open the loop on one ear wire (see Attaching an Ear Wire Technique), and attach it to a hole in the olive flower filigree 
directly opposite the jump ring used in the previous step. Close the loop. 
 
Step 8 
Repeat Steps 1 – 7 for the second earring. 
 
 
 
 
For more Inspiration jewelry ideas and to meet all your beading needs, visit FusionBeads.com! 


